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J titutifit �lIetital. 
INVENTORS AND T� GOVERNJlENT. floor alone, to say nothing of other millions in front 

The treatment of inventors by the United States and rear, on both flanks and overhead. It would 
government, as exemplified in its courts, in the War seem impossible to escape; but the board of health 
and Navy departments, and in the Patent Office, has is said to have reported measures for removing or 
of late been the subject of very varied comments. A reducing the danger, which the railroads are consider
reporter's interview with a typical American inven.tor, ing.-Railroad (Jazette, 

now and for some years resident abroad (Mr. Hiram • l., • 
Maxim), has been somewhat extensively circulated, in The Tehuantepec IsthlDus Rall_ay. 

which he states that he has received much better treat- The March number of the Engineering Magazine 
ment abroad than at home. He claims that a disposi- contains an interesting article on this subject by Senor 
tion exists in this country to rob the inventor of his Romero, the Mexican minister at Washington, from 
rights. When an invention is made, the first effort, he which we take the following: 
says, is to push forward some alleged improvement The Mexican Congress, by an act of June 2, 1879. 
on it, or some variation which will afford a ground for gave a charter to Edward Learned, a citizen of the 
escaping from the original patent. He accuses the United States, or the company that he might organize, 
government of not awarding him his just right!'; or at to build the Tehuantepec road within three years and 
least of not giving due consideration to his work- four months from the date of the charter, and offered 
work, it should be stated, entirely in the direction of a subsidy of $7,500 for e�ch kilometer of road built by 
munitions of war. England, according to him, is a bet· the company and actual land opened. Mr. Learned 
ter field for the inventor. and the government there organized a company in New York which held the 
seems to have treated him as he desired, and as he grant for several years and built, in a provisional way, 
feels is just. The United States government, through a few miles of road from the mouth of the Coatza
its officers, has, he claims, a way of taking out patents coalcos River toward the south. 
on top of his, and of so appropriating his inventions. After long experience in ineffectual efforts had sbown 

It is, however, in its character of purchaser of pat- that it was not possible to secure this road even under 
ented things that our inventor complains of the gov- the liberal concessions made by the Mexican govern
ernment. It is very true that until recently inventors ment, it was suggested that the government should 
of improved arms and munitions of war had but little undertake the work on its own account. Congress, 
chance to deal with the Federal authorities. There therefore, authorized the executive, on May 30, 1882, on 
was little or nothing needed. The country drifted account of the state, to build the Tehuantepec Rail
along very peacefully without an extensive navy, and way or to contract for its construction with a company. 
with but the skeleton of an army. But now a change By virtue of this authorization the Mexican govern
has come. The navy is being built up as quickly as ment signed, on October 15, 1888, a contract for the 
possible, and we soon may be a participant in the race construction of the road with Edward McMurdo, the 
of the great powers for naval supremacy. The army, representative of Salvador Malo, authorizing a'loan of 
while not increased in numbers, is being supplied with £2,700,000 for the expenses of the same, which was 
new arms-arms due unfortunately not to an Ameri- raised at London, Berlin, and Amsterdam by the sale 
can inventor-and of small caliber, in sequence with of five per cent bonds at about seventy per cent. This 
approved European practice. Harveyized steel, Ameri- contract was approved by an act of the Mexican Con
can made projectiles and American machine guns are gress of December 19, 1888, and was modified by an
now freely purchased, simply because our country has other contract signed on October 15, 1889, also subse-
a navy on which to employ these products. quently approved by Congress. 

It would appear therefore that as a purchaser of To carry out this purpose it was necessary first to 
patents the government is not so very much to blame. terminate the contract still pending with the Learned 

The authorities have to exercise care in such matters, company. This company agreed to give up the con
and their fate is to be besieged by patentees desirous tract, receiving a compensation for expense and 
of having their inventions adopted. The absence of a damages of $1.500,000 in United States gold, which I 
large standing army, and our fortunate exemption from paid in New York on behalf of the Mexican govern
Imminent danger of war, hav;e operated to cut off one ment. 
of the largest markets for inventions. As the proceeds of the loan of £2,700,000 were not. 

The subject of the inventor and of how he should be sufficient to finish the road, part of another loan of 
treated by the public is a very wide One, on which £3,000,000, recently contJ:aeted at the city of Mexico, 
different opinions may be consistently or at least has been applied to that work. On December 6, 1893, 
honestly held.- But the enlightened opinion can be a contract was signed at that city for the construction 
but the one. The inventor should be encouraged. of the fifty-nine kilometers of road unbuilt, and it is 
He is one of the few definitely provided for in the con- provided in the same that the line shall be finished on 
stitution, and the patent statutes are built directly on September 6 of this year, with an additional expense 
the provisions of that instrument. The administra- of ovel' $1,000,000. 
tion of the Patent Office should be conducted for his The Tehuantepec road is now practically completed, 
good, the very establishment of the office being based \ and Mexico offers the result of all this work of many 
on the theory that the inventor is a public benefactor. years to the commercial interests of the world. 
If an application is made for a patent, the examiners The comparative advantages of the Tehuantepec in
of the case should strive to discern the invention teroceanic route over the Panama route, in reference 
which may be in it, and not endeavor to reject it for to geographical and commercial features, are great. 
want of this indefinable quality. The highest courts Any map showing the two routes will prove in a gen
have their principal difficulty in patent cases in de- eral way the geographical advantages of the Tehuan
ciding as to invention, its presence or absence. It tepec route in reference to the coastwise commerce of 
seems absurd, therefore, at the outset of the career of the United States, and, in a measure, its advantages 
a patent application that this most difficult question in relation to the business of western Europe. 
should be adjudicated by the first official dealing The shortest sail or steamer route from eastern Asia 
with it. to any point on the Pacific coast of the American 

Many lawyers have felt that a more liberal treatment isthmus passes in close proximity to the shore line of 
should be awarded patents by the courts. The virtual Tehuantepec; in fact, the shortest great circle from 
abolishment of the right of reissue has done away with Panama to Hong Kong will pass through Tehuantepec, 
wbat should have constituted an effectual remedy for east of San Francisco, and nearly up to the Aleutian 
inadequacy of claims. The Patent Office should there- Islands. Even the shortest route from Panama to the 
fore not err on the side of severity; it should be the Sandwich Islands will pass close to Tehllantepec. 
inventor's friend and critic, not his enemy, and should It is only a little over 810 miles from the mouth of 
not constitute itself a court of first resort. the Mississippi River to the eastern terminal of the 

•• • •• Tehuantepec Railroad. The total distance by rail and 
The Deadly Pas8ellger Car. water frolll Chicago to the Pacific Ocean via Tehuan-

We are all going to be poisoned now by the deadly tepee is only 1,875 miles. 
passenger car. In the laboratory of the Imperial The nautical conditions for sailing vessels are much 
Board of Health of Germany experiments were made more favorable at Tehuantepec than at Panama. 
between January, 1891, and July, 1892, by which the The interoceanic route established at Tehuantepec 
seeds of consumption were found in abundance in the will connect, at the best possible location, the eastern 
dust collected, not only on the floors, but on the walls 

I 
and western coasts of the United States and Mexico, 

and seats, of CaI'l'. Samples of dust were taken from and will develop a coastwise business of great magni-
45 compartments of 21 different passenger cars and 117 I tude and of vast importance to these two countrie8, if 
animals were inoculated with them. Part of these controlled and managed by United States interests. 
died very soon thereafter of various cOIltagious diseases • I., • 

before they had time to develop consumption; of the Eighty Miles In Forty-five Minute ... 

rest, killed four to six weeks after inoculation, thr�e M. Latru1fe, whowent up in a balloon recently, at 
had tubercles. These three, however, were inoculated Courbevoie, outside Paris, and who was supposed to 
with sleeping car dust, taken, not from the ft.oor, but be lost, succeeded in safely reaching firm earth. His 
from the walls, cushions and ceilings. Bacteria at the ascent (says the Paris correspondent of the Daily 'l'ele
rate of 78,800 per square inch were found on the floor graph) was to have been a: short one, but he had no 
of a fourth class car, and 34.400, 27,200, and 16,500 per sooner reached the upper air than he was carried away 
square inch on the floors of the third, second and first in a northwesterly dirt'ction. He descended with much 
class cars.. Thus. even in the latter, the �verage �- dtfflculty at a little place called Beauvarde, between 
senger, who usually has at least half a compal.'tment ChatE'au-Thierry and Epernay, in the Champagne dis
to himself. say 8,0Q0 sq. in. of floor, has an a.rmy of I trict. He had thus traveled eighty miles in three-. 
49,500,000 deadly enemies aiming at his vitals on the quarters of an hour, 
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HoW" to Dlfltln gnlsh Textile Fibers. ed by the microscope. As for silk, it presents no 
It is customary, says Textile industries, to mix, peculiarities, but is simply a homogeneous cylinder 

spin, and weave fibers in various proportions, and as it without the scale layer, marrow, and bark substance 
is important to know the quantities of different fibers of hair. The optical difference of all these fibers is 
contained in goods to be imitated, researches have es- aided by the micro-chemical investigation. Iodine and 
tablished a number of tests ior this purpose, with sulphuric acid may be used as reagents, whereby the 
which every manufacturer and manager should be vegetable fibers, consisting of cellulose, are always col
thoroughly conversant. ored blue, which is not the case with animal fibers. 

In a fabric composed of linen and cotton, a strong Silk differs from the latter in that it is dissolved in con
potash solution will color the linen fiber a deep yellow, centrated muriatic acid. 
while the cotton will be only slightly tinged with the • '. I • 

residence, the holder must use" due diligence" to find 
him. 

Checks or drafts must be presented for payment 
"without unreasonable delay." 

Ignorance or oversight of or willful inat.tention to 
thp.se fundamental injunctions is the frequent source 
of annoying and expensive litigation.-The Keystone. 

... fe •• 

DECISION RELATING TO PATENTS. 
MARKING OF PATENTED GOODS. 

SuprelOe Court oC the United State .. 
color; a mixed yarn or fabric will, therefore, assume a AlulOlnulO £or the Preparation o£ Phosphorus. 

spotted or striped appearance in the liquid. If a sam- The applications of aluminum in the arts multiply DUNLAP ET AL. V. SCHOFIELD ET AL. 

pIe of the linen to be tested is dipped into olive or rape- with much the same rapidity as do those of elect.ricity. Decided March 5, 1894. 
seed oil, the fabric will quickly absorb it. When the The Berichte describes a new method of preparing Appeal from the Circuit Court of the United States 
excess of oil has been removed and the fabric appears phosphorus by its use as a reducing agent. The pro- for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania. 
striped, it is not pure linen, but mixed, and, further, cess is so simple that it can easily be illustrated on the This was a bill in equity, filed May 7, 1889, for the in
the linen thread becomes transparent and the cotton lecture table. Hydrogen ammonium sodium phosphate I fringement of letters patent issued April 2, 1889, for the 
thread opaque; while, if the linen saturated with oil is is fused in a porcelain crucible until it is changed into term of three and a half years, by the United States to 
laid upon a dark substance, the linen threads will ap- sodium metaphosphate ; aluminum turnings are then Julius Stroheim for a design for rugs. 
pear much darker than the cotton on account of this dropped into the liquid, and the freed phosphorus The plaintiffs asked for an injunction and for dam
transparency. In order to destroy or dissolve cotton bursts into flame. Now if the experiment is tried with ages in the sum of $250 as penalty and damages under 
by a process similar to carbonization, the fabric to be a glass tube, instead of a crucible, a slow current of the act of February 4, 1887, chapter 105, and waived'aU 
tested is laid in a mixture of three parts sulphuric acid dry hydrogen being passed over the mixture of the salt right to any further damages, or to an account of 
and two parts saltpeter for eight or ten minutes, then and aluminum, the phosphorus di!'tiIls into the cooler profits. The court, on May 13, 1890, entered a decree 
washed, dried, and, finally, treated with ether contain- part of the tube without the formation of any phos- for the plaintiffs accordingly, and the defendants ap
ing alcohol The woolen and linen fibers have re- phureted hydrogen. The residue consists of alum- pealed to this court. 
mained uninjured, while the cotton has been dis- ina, sodium aluminate and a phosphide of alumina- Mr. Justice Gray (after stating the case) delivered 
solved. AI8P·. the opinion of the court, 

In order to distinguish animal from vegetable flbers, By these steps in the process only 30 per cent of the By section 4,900 of the Revised Statutes of United 
they may be boiled in caustic potash lye. Both wool phosphorus in the mineral used can be obtained: but States (which, by virtue of section 4,933, applies to 
and silk will be dissolved thereby, but not linen the p,hosphide is decomposed entirely by heating with patents for designs), it is made the duty. of every pat
and cotton. If a sample of woolen goods is to be ex- silica� and this may be added at the beginning of the entee or his assigns, and of all persons making or 
ami ned to see if it contains cotton, place it in a con- experiment and the reactiun proceeds without diffi- vending any patented article for or under them, to 
centrated sulphide of sodium solution; by this, the cul.ty and without loss. give sufficient notice to the public that it is patented, 
wool is dissolved and can be entirely washed out in hot It is advised that for the lecture tahle a combustion by putting the word" Patented" upon it, or upon the 
water. The residue will be vegetable fiber, and, if the tube a yard long be used ; two and a half parts of alu- package inclosing it, "and in any suit for infringe
sample was at first weighed exactly, the actual per- minum, six parts of sodium metaphosphate (obtained ment, by the party failing so to mark, no damages 
centage of wool can be ascertained by weighing the re- from heating previously the hydrogen ammonium shall be recovered by the plaintiff, except on proof 
maining vegetable fibers. Such a fabric can be sodium phosphate) and two parts of finely pulverized that the defendant was duly notified of the infringe
analyzed with still greater facility in an undyed con- silica are placed in the tube, a slow current of hydrogen ment, and continued, after such notice, to make, use or 
dition. Wool and silk, when plunged into picric acid, is passed through, and heat is applied until the reac- vend the article so patented." 
are dyed a fairly fast yellow, while both linen and cot- tion begins. This is shown by sudden incandescence, The clear meaning of this section is that the pat
ton remain white. and phosphorus is seen to condense in globules on the entee or his assignee, if he makes or sells the article 

A silken thread, when exposed to a flame, ignites, cooler part of the tube, at the end where the hydrogen patented, cannot recover damages against infringers 
evolving a smell of burning feathers, but continues to escapes. of the patent, unless he has given notice of his right, 
burn only as long as it remains in contact with the Instead of this phosphate, any ordinary phosphate either to the whole public by marking his article "Pat
flame, and is extinguished when taken away, the burnt may be used, but experimenters are warned not to use ented " or to the particular defendants by informing 
end forming a black, charred substance, thicker than the superphosphates containing calcium sulphate mix- them of his patent and of their infringement of it. 
the thread. Wool behaves similarly, but the odor is ed with them, such as are used for fertilizing purposesj One of these two things, marking the articles or no
more repugnant. . because the sulphate is suddenly decomposed by the tice to the infringers, is made by the statute a pre-

The surest and best test, 1:lowever, is the microscope, aluminum with an explosion when a certain tempera- requisite to the patentee's right to recover damages 
which gives unerringly the component fibers of the ture is reached. against them. Each is an affirmative fact, and is. 
fabric under examination. For this purpose, several • '. I • something to be done by him. Whether his patented 
threads must be drawn out of the fabric in question Business LaW" in Dally Ulte. articles have been duly marked or not is a matter pe-
(an operation best performed under water) and sub- Herewith are the most important laws, succinctly culiarly within his own knowledge ; and if they are 
jected to an examination with a power of from 200 to stated, that touch the needs of the average business not duly marked, the statute expressly puts upon him 
300 diameters. man. An observance of them will enable one to avoid the burden of proving the notice to the infringers, be-

The linen fibers appear as cylindrical formations, many mistakes that may be serious, and steer the in- fore he can charge them in damages. By the element
with nodular swellings, the former sometimes split into nocent from many pitfalls that may be calamitous. ary principles of pleading, therefore, the duty of al
thinner fibers, especially in the case of linen which has They contain, in few words, the essence of a large leging and the burden of proving either of these facts 
been used. I amount of legal verbiage not always very intelligible. is upon the plaintiff. 

Cotton tibers, however, will show themselves as flat Each individual in a partnership is responsible for In the present case, although the plaintiffs had man
ribbons, and are very thin as seen where the edge is the whole amount of the debts of the firm, except in ufactured and sold goods with the patented design 
shown. With mixtures of linen and cotton, the ex- cases of "special" partnerships. upon them, they made no allegation or proof that the 
amination of the fibers can be conducted with still Contracts made on Sunday cannot be enforced. goods were marked as the statute required. They did 
greater facility, by opening a small strip of the material A contract made with a minor is void. allege in their bill that they notified the defendants of 
to be investigated, introducing it into a dilute alcoholic A contract made with a lunatic (or with one who the patent and of their infringement; but this allega
solution of aniline red (fuchsine), but only for a very has a general reputation for weak-mindedness) is void. tion was distinctly denied in the defendants' answer, 
short time, after which it is well washed, and then im- (The latter case must, however, be clearly estab- and the plaintiffs offered no proof in support of it. 
mersed in caustic ammonia for two hours. In this ope- lished. ) They could not, therefore, recover, even if this were a 
ration the linen fibers are dyed rose red, while the cot- The acts of one partner bind all the other partners. suit for damages within section 4,900 of the Revised 
tOll fibers take no trace of color, and their examination It is a fraud to conceal a fraud. Statutes of the United States. 
is thereby rendered much more easy. No consideration is sufficient in law if it be illegal in But these plaintiffs, waiving all right to an account 

The fibers of wool appear under the microscope as its nature. (Many" failures" are upset because of this of profits, or to other damages, sought and were al-
cylinders covered with scales, 'and their delicate struc- law.) lowed to recover the fixed sum of $250, in the nature 
ture is rendered still more visible by treatment with A receipt for money is not alway conclusive. of a penalty, imposed by the act of February 4, 1887 
sulphuric acid, which dissolves the yolk that fastens An agreement without consideration is void. (ch. 105), upon any person who, during the term of a 
these scales to the fibers; but the different qualities The law compels no one to do impossibilities. (This patent for a design, and without the licew"e of the 
can also be comparatively tested to ascertain the uni- must be liberally construed. ) owner, applies the design secured by the patent, "or 
formity; firmness, or strength. The microscope is a Ignorance of the law excuses no one. any colorable imitation thereof," to any article of 
means of distinguishing the relative value of the dif- Note especially the following, as affecting the giving manufacture for tbe purpose of sale, or sells or ex-
ferent wools better than is possible by any other mode. and taking of checks and notes: 

I 
poses for sale any article of manufacture to which 

For this purpose, a .. wool gauge" bas been construct- A note made on Sunday is void. ,; such design or colorable imitation" has been ap-
ed, oonsisting of a brass frame screwed to the stage of A note made by a minor is void. plied, ., knowing that the same has been so applied." 
the microscope, into which the wool fiber is fastened in A note obtained by fraud, or from a person in a state (24 Stat" 387.) This statute, according to its clear- 1n
such a manner that it is first loose, but is gradually of intoxication, cannot be collected. (This is a corollary tent and effect, requires that, in order to charge either 
tightened with a screw for that purpose, when the to the law governing contracts with the weak- It manufacturer or a seller of articles to which has 
diamf'ter can be measured with a micrometer and an minded. ) been applied a patented design, or any colorable imita-
exact measurement of the fiber obtained. But as all Notes bear interest only when so stated. tion thereof, he must have been "knowing that the 
the fibers are not equally thick, it is necessary, of If a note is lost or stolen, it does not release the same has been so applied," which is equivalent to say
course, to measure several, to obtain the average. To maker; he must pay it if the consideration for which it ing" with a knowledge of the patent and of his in
measure the elasticity and strength of the fiber, it is was given, and tIle amount, can be proved. fringement." The reasons for holding the patentee to 
first drawn tight, the index placed upon zero, and the Signatures made with a lead pencil are good in law. allege and prove either such knowledge, or else a no
tension increased by the gradual drawing with the A note indorsed in blank is transferable by delivery, tice to the public orto the defendant, from which such 
screw mentioned until the fiber breaks. '{'he index the same as if made payable to bearer. knowledge must necessarily be inferred, are even 
will show on the scale how many millimeters a tiber The maker of an "accommodation" note (one for stronger, in a suit for such a penalty, than in a suit 
may be stretched before it breaks. It is evident that which he has received no consideration, having lent to recover ordinary damages only 
this experiment must be repeatf'd with several fibers, his name and credit for the accommodation of the In none of the cases on which plaintiffs rely, and by 
and that the same apparatus can naturally be used for holder) is not bound to the person accommodated, but which the court below considered its judgment as con
this purpose for all kinds of flbers. is bound to all other parties, precisely as if there was a trolled, was there any adjudication inconsistent with 

Other animal hair used for textile fibers, goat hair, good consideration. this (,onclusion. . 

horse hair. etc., can also be recognized and distinguish- If the maker of a check or draft bas changed his Decree reversed and bill dismissed. 
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